Start up Empowered
Where?
Penzance – Truro - Newquay

More and more people are taking the leap and turning what
they love and do well into a business. Being excellent at
something and making a business out of it are two totally
different things. There are many courses that give you
the skills to administer and grow your business
effectively In order to succeed, its essential to know
the essential strategies for success and to develop the
subtle skills that will have you stand out from the
others.

Who is this course suitable for?
This two-day course is excellent for start-ups and for
the fledgling business in its first twelve months of
trading

Why would you want to attend this course?
Are you nervous about turning a hobby into a profession?
Do you want to make money from what you love and aren’t
sure if you can? DO you want to be the best and present
as the best? Would you like to easily and effectively
communicate your excellence in print, on the phone and in
person easily? And have a winning mindset modeled and
drawn from the most successful achievers on the planet.

What can this course offer you?
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World-class essentials to enable you to apply the
mind frames of highly successful business leaders.
Learn the mind frames for success in any situation
An insight into your customers minds
Key routes to ensuring you maximize the value of
EVERY communication
How to structure your language and words to quickly
spread awareness of what you do
Set outcomes and goals you actually achieve.
The value of feedback
Personal and professional congruence – the ultimate
power brand.
The optimum state for creativity and calm.

•
•
•
•
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How to build rapport with your clients and customers
and consistently give them a blow away experience of
you.
How to inoculate yourself from disempowering
beliefs.
Overcome any obstacle and have it be succeed
Consistently?

This two-day course is jam packed full of insights skills
and experiences from real life situations and experience
of working with a worldwide business client base. All of
which enable you to transform the ease and extent to
which you can succeed.

How can you achieve this in such a short
space of time?
This two day course runs from 9.30 am to 7 pm and is fast
paced as allot of content is covered in such a short
space of time. There are regular short breaks throughout
the day
This course is delivered in classroom format with
experiential exercises so you can know that you totally
get all of the learning’s.
How does all this happen?
In a one-day seminar, presented in a classroom style with
Experiential exercises so you know you have totally able
To do all everything that will enable you to be well and
Healthy.
Who is Training me?
Victoria Whitney llB, is a certified Trainer of NLP and
Certified Trainer of Hypnotherapy and a master of time
Line therapy™ who has over 10 years experience in the
Personal empowerment field. Victoria also has followed
The traditional career path through the NHS and other
Organizations and now works internationally as a Personal
And professional Achievement coach and breakthrough
Therapist. As well as leading open personal development
Trainings.

Investment price

£275 individually
Groups of 5 or more £200
Maximum group size 11
Where?
Penzance
Truro and Newquay
When?
Dates through 2011 AND 2012
Call the office on 01736
785868 to confirm.
What if you do spend one day of you life attending this
Training imagine now that you after attending the course
you are at the end of your first successful year of
trading. You are amazed at how time has flown since you
have been so busy with opportunities you had never even
dreamed possible before you attended this course. With
your enhanced mindset and the skills you have used them
daily to create the solid success foundations, which will
sustain your business for life.

